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“Bei” sentence is a typical sentence pattern in Chinese to express a passive voice. 
For the usage of “bei” sentence is limited in syntax, semantics and pragmatics and a 
lot passive voice sentences in Chinese don’t contain the character “bei”, “bei” 
sentence could be either the one without any characters of passive meaning (We call 
those kind of characters passive mark.) or the one with some passive marks such as 
the Chinese character “bei”(“被”) , “you”(“由”) and etc. Those complicated usage 
often results some foreign students’ error in “bei” sentences’ acquisition. 
Referring to Contrastive Analysis, Error Analysis, Inter Language and some 
other related theories, this paper investigates the characteristics of Chinese “bei” 
sentences ,and makes a comparison of passive sentence in Chinese and Japanese, and 
analyzes the error in Japanese Students’ acquisition of “bei” sentences, and finally 
discusses teaching approaches and countermeasures to “bei” sentences for Japanese 
students whose acquisition of “bei” sentences are set as the study objective by the 
writer. The writer hopes to provide some valuable reference for Teaching Chinese as a 
Foreign Language in both theory and practice, especially for Chinese-Japanese 
language teaching in “bei” sentence. 
This paper is composed of five parts. As for the first part, it overviews the existed 
research results and introduces its study objective, purpose, significance, quoted theory 
and research methods. As for the second part, it compares Chinese passive with the 
Japanese ones and defines the passive sentence studied by this paper and then makes a 
relatively systematic comparison of “bei” sentence and Japanese passive sentences from 
the aspects of syntax, semantics and pragmatics. As for the third part, analysis of 
Japanese Students’ error in “bei” sentences, it makes a research and quantitative 
analysis of Japanese Students’ “bei” sentences error collected from language materials 
in HSK dynamic composition corpus(from Beijing Language University) and 
questionnaires, and gets a conclusion of errors’ type and causes. As for the fourth part, it 
discusses Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Languages for Japanese Students on “bei” 
sentences, and puts forward some corresponding countermeasures and suggestions. As 
for the fifth part, it points out the conclusion and inadequate aspects within this paper. 
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① “HSK 动态作文语料库”是由北京语言大学崔希亮教授主持的一个国家汉办科研项目，是母语非汉语的
外国人参加高等汉语水平考试（HSK 高等）作文考试的答卷语料库，收集了 1992-2005 年的部分外国考
生的作文答卷。语料库 1.0 版于 2006 年 12 月下旬上网试运行，经修改补充，语料库 1.1 版收入语料






























































出版于 20 世纪 40 年代的吕叔湘《中国文法要略》[5]（商务印书馆 1942-1944



















































































《汉英对比研究一百年》（2002)[23]统计，从 1977 年到 2001 年之间，国内共发表
英语和汉语被动句对比研究的论文 25 篇。而就笔者在中国期刊网上的检索结果
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